
Quizzler 

Have Quiz, Will Travel 
Are you tired of taking science exams and math tests? Now, it's 
your turn to give quizzes about subjects you're interested in. 

After you've made "Rusty Rayburn's Great Detective Quiz," on 
the Make Your Own Quiz feature, try these quiz ideas: 

School Pals Quiz - See how well your friends know each other. 
Write questions like "My friend Eddie's favorite sport is football. 
True or False?" 

The Great Sci-Fi Movie Quiz - Find out if your friends are too 
"down-to-earth." Stump them with questions like: "What were 
E.T's first words?" and "What planet is Superman from?" 

The Horse Quiz - Find out how much your friends really know 
about horses. Ask questions like: "What breed of horse was Man 
O' War?" and "A 'bit' is a type of horse shoe. True or False?" 

The Video Game Quiz- Your friends may score two million points 
at their favorite game, but find out how well they know "ancient" 
history with questions like: "What was the world's first video 
game?" and "How many points·do you need to get an extra man 
in 'Disk Muncher'?" 

The Microzine Quiz - Surprise your fellow Microzine users 
with the toughest test of all! Ask questions like: "In which Twist 
aventure was Anwee the villain?" and "Barnacus is the fifth 
planet in the Folderol galaxy. True or False?" 
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GITTING STARTED 
Read this handbook for clear instructions on how to use each 
Microzine feature. Then try everything. Experiment! You can't break 
the programs, so have fun. If you have any problems, come on 
back. You'll probably find the answers in this handbook. 

Equipment You Need 
1. TV or monitor (Black-and-white will work, but color is better.) 
2. 48K Apple® II Plus, /le, or lie 
3. Disk drive 

NOTE: To save your accounts in "Budget Maker" and your quizzes 
in "Quizzler; "you will need a blank disk. (See Initializing a Data 
Disk, page 28.) 

How to Load Micro1inc 
1. Open the disk drive door. 
2. Hold the disk with the label end facing you. 
3. Insert the disk slowly with the label facing up. 
4. Close the drive door. 
5. Turn on the computer and monitor (or TV). 

NOTE: Never remove or insert a disk while the disk drive's red 
light is on. 

If Microzine does not appear on the screen: 
• turn the computer off. Turn it back on and try again. 
• make sure the disk drive door is closed. 
• have someone who knows how to hook up the drive check to 

see if it's hooked up correctly. 

Using the Table of Contents 
The Table of Contents is a list of programs, or features, in Microzine. 
Use this list to select the feature you want. To get this list, follow 
the instructions on the opening Microzine screen to press any 
key When the Table of Contents appears on your screen, you'll 
notice that the first feature is highlighted. Use the arrow keys to 
highlight the feature you want. Press RETURN. (If the feature 
you select is on the other side of the disk, you will be told to turn 
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the disk over and press RETURN.) The feature will soon appear 
on the screen. Take a look at Using Microzine, on page 5. Then 
turn to the feature in this handbook. 

Go ahead and choose the feature. 

Using Microzine 

Menus 
When you are given a menu, or list of choices, use the arrow keys 
to highlight the choice you want. Press RETURN. If the menu 
has numbers, type the number of your choice. Press RETURN. 

{YIN) 
When you see (YIN) at the end of a question, it means the computer 
is waiting for you to answer "yes" or "no." Type Y for yes or N 
for no, and press RETURN. 

Entering Information 
Whenever you are asked to enter information, simply type it in 
and press RETURN. If you make a mistake while typing, use the 
�(backarrow) key to move back, then retype correctly 

Control (CTRL) Keys 
Sometimes you will have to press the CONTROL (CTRL) key and 
another key at the same time. This will be written as CTRL-(the 
key). For example, if you see CTRL-N, it means press the 
CONTROL key and the N key at the same time. 

ESCtoQuit 
Press ESC to quit what you are doing. 

Apple /le/lie 
To use Microzine on the Apple lie or lie, press CAPS LOCK down. 
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THI BIG NAP 

A Twistavcnturc ™ 
"Okay sleuths, button your trench coats and pull down your hat 
brims. Rusty Rayburn's my name and I need your help on the 
toughest case this private eye ever faced. Tex Cody, the TV star, 
has been kidnapped. It's up to us to rescue him and catch the 
crook who snatched him. But watch out! There is danger at every 
turn. You'll need quick wits and a smart noggin to crack this 
caper." 

What You'll lind 
You will collect clues and information that will get you out of tight 
spots, and help you discover who kidnapped Tex Cody (and why). 

Using the Slangomcter 
When either Rusty Rayburn or Suzi Panama use private-eye slang, 
"Press M for Slangometer," will appear at the bottom of the 
screen. 

Press M, then press RETURN. Your Slangometer will print out the 
definition of the slang words. 

Translating Slang Words 
If you are asked to type in the meaning of a slang word, type in 
the Slangometer's exact definition. 

Sneaking Up On Tex 
Use the arrow keys (on the Apple lie or lie), or the I, J, K, and M 
keys (on the Apple II Plus) to sneak up behind Tex Cody and grab 
his cowboy boots. You must be directly over the boots to grab 
them. 

If you are moving when Tex moves his eyes, or if you bump into 
the scenery, Tex will "see" you, and you will have to start over. 
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BUDGIT MAKIR 
Keeping track of the money you earn and spend is a snap with 
"Budget Maker." This clear and simple program will help your budget 
make "cents" ! 

What You'll lind 
In "Budget Maker" you keep accounts (records) of the money 
you earn and spend, and save your accounts on a data disk. Each 
account can have up to 50 entries. These entries are called trans 
actions. You can print out the entire account or selected transactions 
in the account. 

Data Disk 
To use "Budget Maker" you'll need a data disk initialized by the 
"Computer Stuff" feature in Microzine. Now is the time to ini 
tialize a data disk. (See page 28.) 

NOTE: Use your data disk only for "Budget Maker:" Then, when 
you expand or update your accounts, you will not run out of 
room on the data disk. 

Printer 
To print your "Budget Maker" accounts, you'll need a printer that 
is compatible with the Apple II Plus, /le, or lie. 

BudJct Maker Menu 
"Budget Maker" has five functions, or things you can do. They 
are: Use the Balance Sheet; See the Transaction Summary; Use a 

\ Printer; Delete an Account; and Budget Maker Tips and Sample. 
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Use the Balance Shed 
Choose this function to create new accounts and update old 
accounts. 

Insert the data disk into the drive and press RETURN. 

Use the arrow keys to choose the account you want. If you want 
to create a new account choose New Account. 

NOTE: If there are no accounts on the data disk, the computer 
will assume you want to enter a new account. Type in the 
name of your new account and press RETURN. The name can 
be up to 70 characters long. 

IMPORTANT: Giving a new account the same name as an old 
account will erase the old one. (See "Updating an Account," page 
14.) 

Entering Transactions 
Every entry you make on the Balance Sheet is a transaction, whether 
it is money earned or money spent. Money earned is called income. 
Money spent is called an expense. 

Read the following example to learn how to enter transactions. 

NOTE: If you make a mistake, you can change the date after you 
have entered the transaction's name and amount. (See "Cor 
recting Mistakes," page 14.) 

Transaction: Type in the name of the transaction, then press 
RETURN. The name can be up to 11 characters. 

For example, type "COOKIE SALE" to name the computer club 
transaction. 

Amount: Follow these rules for entering the amount of money 
ea med or spent: 

• If you are entering an amount of money spent, type a minus 
sign (-) before the number. 
• Do not type dollar signs, cents signs, or commas. 
• Put the decimal point between the dollars and cents. 
• Your transaction amount can be as high as $9,999 or as low 
as-$9,999. 
• Press RETURN after entering the amount. 

For example, type 44.33 for the amount of the computer club's 
COOKIE SALE transaction. 

On January 10, 1985, your computer club held a cookie sale and 
raised $44.33. 

Date: The flashing cursor will appear under the "date" column 
("MM/DD/YY" for "MONTH/DAY/YEAR") on the Transaction Line. 

Account, 
°"TE 

CLUB I Tron•act1on• s) 
TRANSACTION AftOUHl BALANCE 

Enter the date, using numbers. Press RETURN after each number. 

For example, the date of the cookie sale, January 10, 1985, would 
be entered "1/10/85," or "1, press RETURN; 10, press RETURN; 
85, press RETURN." 
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01/10 8� COOKIE SALE 44 33. +-- • I AcJi!�!J,�f��;: : 

To enter another transaction, press CTRL-N. 
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Balance: Each time a transaction is added, the new amount is 
added or subtracted from the balance column. 

Total Income 
When you enter the amount of money you earned (a positive 
number), that amount will be added to the Total Income. 

For example, when you enter 44.33 for the COOKIE SALE transaction, 
$44.33 will appear next to Total Income. If you entered 5.00 for 
the next transaction, $5.00 would be added to the Total Income 
amount. 

Total Expcnse 
When you enter the amount of money you spend (a negative 
number), that amount will be added to Total Expense. 

For example, if the computer club spent $5.50 making cookies, 
you would enter - 5.50 as another transaction. Then $5.50 will 
appear next to Total Expense. If you entered - 5 00 for the next 
transaction, $5.00 will be added to the Total Expense amount. 

IU:."ovr,t : CL 'JE -t T,·a,·,,act I c,n• s • 
DATE TRAHSACTJOH ANOUNT BALANCE 

Account CLUB 

01 ·10,a� COOKIE SALE 
OU 12 8� CLue �UES 

.? T,ol"'ls.oct.1on•s-• 

..... ;:r3 ..... 33 

5 0(• - • ::: 

01 08 8� (00kIE SHLE 
01· ID$'!, c ocx r s s ... LE 
01 I.? 8� CLL1E' [••-•£$ 
ou 11 s� rLJPP·, �1st 

lot ::I Inc:.•,• t �=����: n�\���: : 

"'"' 33 
� 00 

39 83 
43 8:' 

DATE TRANSACTION AftOUHr BALANCE 

� 0(, - • 4 
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Account Balance 
The Total Expense subtracted from the Total Income equals the 
Account Balance. 

For example, if the Total Income is $49.33 and the Total Expense 
is $10.50, the Account Balance will be $38.83 ($49.33 minus 
$10.50 equals $38.83 ). 

Balance Sheet Commands 
Go to Next Transaction: Press CTRL-N to enter the next transac 
tion on the balance sheet. If you are scrolling through your 
transactions, the next transaction will appear on the Transaction 
Line. You can now enter or change this transaction (see "Cor 
recting Mistakes," page 14), or go to the next transaction. 

See Last Transaction: Press CTRL-8 to have the last transaction 
in the account (the bottom of the balance sheet) appear on the 
Transaction Line. 
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See First Transaction: Press CTRL-T to have the first transaction 
in the account appear on the Transaction Line. 

Sort Transactions: Press CTRL-S to sort, or change the order of, 
the transactions. You can sort by date, transaction, or amount. 
Use the - or - keys to choose what to sort by. 

Choose Date to sort every transaction by date. The earliest trans 
action will be listed first. The most recent transaction will appear 
as the last transaction. 

Choose Transaction to sort your transactions in alphabetical order. 

HINT: Give similar transactions the same name. For example, 
every time your computer club has a cookie sale, call that trans 
action COOKIE SALE. Then when your transactions are sorted in 
alphabetical order all the COOKIE SALE transactions will be 
grouped together. 

Choose Amount to sort your transactions by amount. The larg 
est expense amount (money you spent) will be listed as the first 
transaction. The largest income amount (money you earned) will 
be the last transaction. 

Account, CLL•f:' J Tr..:,r,1act1on•s.• 
DATE TRAHSACTION AftOUNT BALANCE 

uirr1���c:�gg·1�0�:::c�!��11h• 
DATE fRAHSAC.I JOH ANOUHT 

01 11.,8� FLOPF-1 OIS� -e 00 
Dudl•v IO$t th• Bud9•t M�l�r d,�a 
C! 1 .1.k �'• hod ":: o -ae e o n•t.i or,+ 

Do �ou w�nt to char,Q• �ou,.. 
d•&c, ,c-,,o,..,}, y u� • 

---Window 

Delete a Transaction: To delete a transaction, move it to the 
Transaction Line by pressing CTRL-N, and then press CTRL-D. 

The cursor will appear below your transaction. You can type in 
two lines of description (34 characters each line). Press RETURN 
after each line. 

Describe Transaction: Press CTRL-W to enter a description of a 
transaction, or to see a description you have already entered. 
The Transaction Line will open up into a "window." · 

Acc.ount ·-Lue 
DATE TRANSACTION ANOUHT BALANCE 

01 · 08 85 coot IC ::.ALE -5 so -5 5<• 
01/1 J 85 FLOPPY [•ISi< -, 00 -10 50 
01 12.,i::i CLUE: D•.IES 5 00 -5 50 
e i > 10 85 COOKIE S.-)L£: .. 33 38 83 
lllM,'C·r�.·vv • 5 

�c�i!�!
1t�f��!i; 

., H �§ • • 
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The computer will ask, "Do you want to change this description? 
(YIN)." Type Y for yes or N for no, and then press RETURN. 

If you type Y. the cursor will appear at the end of the first line. 
Backspace and retype the information, and then press RETURN 
for the next line. Press RETURN again when you're finished. 

If you type N, press RETURN again to continue. The window will 
close. To see your description again, press CTRL-W when that 
transaction is on the Transaction Line. 
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Co"ecting Mistakes 
After you enter an amount, and press RETURN, the cursor will 
go back to the Date column. If you want to change any of the 
information, type over it. Press RETURN to skip over information 
you do not want to change. 

IMPORTANT: Press RETURN until the cursor is back in the Date 
column, and then press CTRL-N to add another transaction. 

Saving an Account 
To save your account, press ESC. The computer will ask, "Do you 
want to save this account? (YIN)." Type Y for yes or N for no. 

If you type Y. the drive will whir and your account will be saved. 

You can save up to 16 accounts on each data disk. 

Updating an Account 
Choose Use the Balance Sheet from the main menu to update or 
change information on an account. 

Use the arrow keys to choose the account you want. 

Do any work you want on this account. For example, you can add, 
delete, or edit transactions or sort your transactions. 

When you are finished, press ESC. Save your new updated account. 
(See "Saving an Account," page 14.) 
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See the Transaction Summary 
This option aliows you to see selected transactions from any account. 

Use the arrow keys to select the account you want. 

A list of the transactions will appear. A Transaction Line will appear 
at the bottom of the screen. When the arrow is pointing at a 
transaction, it will appear on the Transaction Line. 

Use the arrow keys to select the transactions you want included 
in the summary. and then press RETURN. If you select a transaction, 
and then change your mind, press RETURN again. 

Press ESC when you have selected all the transactions you are 
interested in. The Balance Sheet screen will appear showing only 
the transactions you selected. 

For example, if your computer club account had three cookie sales 
and three software sales, you might want to see how much money 
was lost or made from the cookie sales. You would select all the 
cookie sales transactions. The Balance Sheet will appear with only 
the cookie sale transactions you selected. 

NOTE: This will not affect the accounts on the original Balance 
Sheet. 

At the top of the screen you will see the name of the account, 
the number of transactions in it, and the number of transaction 
summaries you've selected to see. 

Press CTRL-N for the next transaction. 

Press CTRL-T to return to the first transaction on the list. 

Income 
The sum of the money gained in these selected transactions will 
appear. This sum's percentage of the Total Income of the entire 
account will also appear. 
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For example, if your computer club's total income is $250.00 and 
the income from all the cookie sales is $125.00, then $125 and 
50% will appear next to "Income." (50% of 250 is 125). This means 
the income from cookie sales ($125.00) is 50% of your club's 
total income. 

fltpense 
The sum of the money spent in these selected transactions will 
appear. This sum's percentage of the Total Expense of the entire 
account will also appear. 

For example, if your club's total expense was $20.00 and $10.00 
of that was spent to make cookies for cookie sales, then $10.00 
and 50% will appear next to "Expense." (50% of 20 is 10.) That 
means that the money spent on the cookie sale was 50% of the 
total money spent by the club. 

DiHerence 
The Expense amount subtracted from the Income amount equals 
the Difference. This is a balance for these selected transactions. 

Use a Printer 
Choose this option from the main menu to print your accounts. 

Type in today's date and press RETURN. 

There are four types of reports you can print. They are: Chart of 
Accounts; Balance Sheet (One Account); Balance Sheet (All Ac 
counts); and Transaction Summary. 

Chart ol Accounts . 
Use this to print the Income, the Expense, and Balance of each 
account on your data disk. 

Balance Sheet (One Account) 
Use this to print the balance sheet of only one account on your 
data disk. 

Balance Sheet {All Accounts) 
Use this to print the balance sheet of every account on the data 
disk. 

HC�Our"lt CLUB 
DATE TRANSACT JOH 

01 ·os•S5 COOKIE SALE 
01 ·10 85 coot IE SHLE 
OJ •t;"' 85 COC•l"'IC SMLE 
01/18 as coorrE SALE 

-5 50 
44 33 
-4 �0 
80 67 ._ • 4 

When you choose this, the computer will ask you, "Do you want 
this report printed with transaction descriptions? (Y/N)." Type 
Y for yes or N for no. (See "Describe 'lransaction'Con page 13.) 

Transaction Summary 
Use this to print selected transactions from one account. This will 
automatically print transaction descriptions. 

Su••or� of ••l•ct•d �,an�nct1ona 
lnc:o•• t Ii� s;?� 58":. o( total 

[n ,f�::":g�: f 11� �t( 59'-. ot toto 

C TRL t • t OP • ( TP.L ti • n• ... t: • £'SC • �u It .. 
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Use the arrow keys to choose the report you want to print. Insert 
the data disk and follow the instructions for each printing choice. 

The computer will ask if your printer is turned on. If it is, type Y 
for yes, and then press RETURN. Your account will print out. 
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De/de an Account 
Choose this option from the main menu to delete an account 
from your data disk. 

Use the arrow keys to select the account you want to delete. 

The computer will ask you if you are sure you want to delete that 
account. If you type Y for yes and press RETURN, your account 
will be deleted from the data disk. 

IMPORTANT: Be sure you want to delete the account. You will not 
be able to get the account back once you delete it. 

Budgd Maker Tips and Sample 
This option gives you useful information on the types of accounts 
you can keep, a list of printer options, and a sample account. 
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QUIZZLER 
Meet "Ouizzler." the computer Quizmaster. What question will 
he ask you next? He might challenge you with a scientific question 
like: What is the number of planets in the solar system? Or try 
to stump you with: Which hand does Michael Jackson wear his 
white glove on? 

What You'll lind 
In "Quizzler" you can take Microzine's quizzes, or make and take 
quizzes of your own. "Ouizzler " will give points for each question 
you answer correctly. You can save your scores on a data disk. 

Data Disk 
To save your quizzes and scores, you'll need a data disk initialized 
by the "Computer Stuff" feature in Microzine. Now is the time 
to initialize a data disk. (See page 28.) 

Quizzlcr Menu 
"Quizzler " has four functions, or things you can do. They are: 
Take a Quiz; Make or Edit a Quiz; See Your Scores; Erase a Quiz. 
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Take a Quiz 
Choose this function to take a quiz. Use the arrow keys to choose 
either A Microzine Quiz or One of Your Quizzes. 

A Microzine Quiz 
There are five Microzine quiz topics. They are: History; Sports; 
Science; Books and More; and Entertainment. 

Each topic is divided into three levels of difficulty. They are: Beginner; 
Intermediate, and Advanced. 

l·JHICH TOf""•Ic:·? 

SPORTS 
SCIENCE 
BOOKS AHO NORE 
EHTERfAINflENT 
WHICH LEVEL? 

?? 
lnter-•ediate 

?? Advuncod ?? 

9 or !,-tfsEh��s:�1���,, RETURN, • 

Use the arrow keys to choose a topic. Then use the arrow keys to 
choose a level of difficulty. 

One of Your Quizzes 
Follow the instructions to insert the data disk into the disk drive. 

A list of your quizzes will appear. Use the arrow keys to choose 
the quiz you want to take. Then use the arrow key� to choose a 
level of difficulty. If your quiz has only one level of d1ff1culty, the 
computer won't ask you to choose a level. To make quizzes, see 
"Make or Edit a Quiz," page 22. 
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Answering Quiz.Questions . . ,, . ,, 
There are three kinds of questions m Ouizzler : 

• Number question: Type in the correct number. For example, for 
"How many moons does the Earth have?," type " 1." 
• True/False: Use the arrow keys to choose either True or False. 
For example, for "Batman's sidekick is named Robin," use the arrow 
keys to choose True. . 
• Multiple choice: Use the arrow keys to choose the right answer. 
For example, for: 

London is the capital of _ 
France 
England 
Mars 
United States 

use the arrow keys to choose "England." 

Press RETURN after you answer each question. 

Scoring . 
Each question is worth 10 points when you answer rt correctly on 
the first try. 

If you answer a question incorrectly, you will be scored as follows: 

• Number question: If you type the wrong number you will receive 
O points and the computer will tell you whether your answer rs 
too high or too low. 
• True/False: If you choose the wrong answer you will receive O 
points. . 
• Multiple Choice: If you choose the wrong answer you will have 
a chance to try again. If you answer correctly on your second try 
you will receive 5 points. If you answer incorrectly on your second 
try, you will receive O points. 

Your total score will appear on the lower right-hand side of the 
screen. 
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Sa11/ng Your Score 
When you finish taking a quiz, your score will appear on a bar 
graph. The computer will ask, "Do you want to save your score? 
(YIN)." Type Y for yes or N for no, and then press RETURN. If 
you choose Y, type in your name. It can be up to nine characters 
long. 

Follow the instructions to put your data disk in the drive. Your 
score will be saved. 

NOTE: If your data disk is already in the drive, your score will be 
saved after you type your name and press RETURN. 

The computer will ask you if the quiz name and level are correct. 
Type Y for yes or N for no, and then press RETURN. 

Writing Quiz Questions . . 
There can be up to ten questions per quiz. 

Type in the question, then press RETURN. The question can be 
up to 72 characters long. 

What Kind of Answer'! 
Use the arrow keys to choose the type of answer you want, and 
then press RETURN. 

You can take the same quiz as often as you want and save the 
new scores under your same name (see "See Your Scores "on page 
26). 

Make or ldit a Quiz 
Choose this function to make or edit one of your own quizzes. 

"AK(. A GUl2 
Guest iof"I et 

1 Wt,1ch of ti-.• (ol lo,11n,; ,., a booJ. 
c bc c e o f'obot 

After you choose Make or Edit a Quiz from the main menu, the 
computer will tell you to put your data disk in the drive if it isn't 
already there. 

If you have already saved quizzes on the data disk, the computer 
will display a list of the quizzes. Then it will ask you if you want 
to make a new quiz. Type Y if you want to make a new quiz or 
add another level of difficulty to a quiz already on your data disk. 
Type N if you want to edit a quiz on your data disk. (See" Edit a 
Quiz" on page 25.) 

If this is the first quiz on the disk, or you are adding a new quiz, 
the computer will ask you to type the name of the quiz. The name 
can be up to nine characters long. Use the arrow keys to choose 
the level of difficulty you want for your quiz, then press RETURN. 

To add a level of difficulty to an existing quiz, type the name of 
the quiz. Use the arrow keys to choose a new level. (If the quiz 
already has questions for that level, the computer will tell you so. 
Choose another level.) 
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Co"ed Answer 
If the type of answer you chose is "A number," type in the correct 
number, and then press RETURN. 

If the type of answer you chose is "True/False," use the arrow 
keys to move the highlighting over either True or False, and press 
RETURN. 

If the type of answer you chose is "Multiple Choice," the cursor 
will appear next to "A)." Type in the first choice, and then press 
RETURN. The choice can be up to 24 characters long. 
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The letter "B" will appear. Type the next choice. You can have up 
to four different choices for multiple choice questions. If you have 
less than four choices, press RETURN after"(" or "D." 

Use the arrow keys to move the highlighting over the correct 
choice, and then press RETURN. 

ltoldit 
Press E to edit your question. 

The cursor will appear at the beginning of your question. Use the 
arrow keys to move the cursor. 

Replace a character by typing over it. 

Delete a character by pressing the SPACE BAR. 

After you edit the question, press RETURN. 

Use the arrow keys to choose the kind of answer you want, and 
then press RETURN. 

Make any corrections to the answers, and then press RETURN. 
Press RETURN to get past any answers you don't want to edit. 

When you are finished writing and editing a question, press 
RETURN to add another question. 

Sa11ea Quiz 
When you have finished making or editing a quiz, press ESC. The 
computer will ask you if you want to save your quiz. Type Y for 
yes or N for no. 

If you choose Y. the computer will display the quiz name and level, 
and ask if the information is correct. If you type N for no, you 
may change the quiz's name or level. 
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If you type Y for yes, the quiz will be saved. You can save up to 
five quizzes with three levels of difficulty on one data disk. 

The computer will ask you if you would like to take the quiz. Type 
Y for yes or N for no. 

ldita Quiz 
To edit a quiz, type N when the computer asks if you want to 
make a new quiz. Use the arrow keys to choose the quiz you want 
to edit, and press RETURN. 

The first question will appear on the screen. If the question is a 
true/false or multiple choice question, the highlighting will appear 
over the correct answer. 

Press E to edit the question or answer. See" E to Edit," page 24. 

If you have less than 10 questions you can add more questions. 

When you are finished, save your edited quiz. (See" Save a Quiz," 
page 24.) 
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Sec Your Scores 
Choose this function to see your scores saved on a data disk. 
Follow the instructions to insert the data disk in the disk drive. 

The Score Sheet will appear. Use the arrow keys to choose the 
scores you want to see. 

The scores will appear on a bar graph. If you took a quiz more 
than once, the average of the scores will be displayed on the graph. 
The individual scores will appear on the right side of the screen. 

DUDLEY ENTERTAIHftEHf SCORE SHEET AV[PACE 
100 
90 90 
ee 75 
70 
60 
50 

43 40 
30 
�o 
10 
RETURN to cont1nu•. or £SC to qui�• 

Press RETURN to see the scores for the next quiz. 

lrascaOuiz 
Choose this function to erase a quiz on a data disk. Follow the 
instructions to insert the disk in the disk drive. A list of the quizzes 
on the disk will appear. Use the arrow keys to choose the quiz 
you want to erase. Use the arrow keys to choose the level you 
wish to erase. 

The computer will ask you if you are sure you want to erase that 
quiz. Type Y for yes or N for no. If you type Y, your quiz will be 
erased. If you type N, you will be sent back to the "Quizzler" main 
menu. 
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BACKPAGI 
Last, but not least, here is "Back Page"! You'll find letters, puzzles, 
and an electronic comic strip in this feature. 

"Back l'age" Menu 
You will find these options: Letters to the Editor, Slang Sleuth, 
and Micro-Toon™ . 

Letters to the lditor 
Choose Letters to the Editor from the menu. Read letters from 
fellow Microzine readers from across the country. 

Slang Sleuth 
Choose Slang Sleuth from the menu. Read the sentences and 
guess what each person's profession is. 

Answers: 
Rhonda is a waitress. She said, "I need an order of pancakes and sausage, and 
an English muffin to go." 

Ralph is a truck driver. He said, "I was speeding in my truck and got a ticket 
from the police near a drive-in movie theater." 

Roxanne- is a disc-jockey. She said, "l'rn going to play a song from a record that 
is extremely loud rock 'n' roll." 

Clarence is a hacker. He said, "I was working on a computer bulletin-board 
system and got stolen software that did not work." 

Micro-Toon 
Choose Micro-Toon from the menu. Press RETURN to change 
the speech balloons for Red, Dudley the robot, and Einstein the 
computer. 
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COMPUTIR STUii 

Changing Number of Disk Drives 
Mlcrozme assumes you have one disk drive. If you have two, choose 
Change Disk Drive Setup. Then follow the instructions given. 

If you do not know what slot number your drive is connected to, 
ask somebody who does know, or just press RETURN. The computer 
will then assume the answer is slot 6. 

The advantage of having two drives is that when you need a data· 
disk (in "Budget Maker," for example) you will be able to put it 
in the second drive. You will not have to take Microzine disk out 
of its drive. 

If Microzine has been changed to assume two drives and you 
have only one, choose Change Disk Drive Setup and change back 
to one drive. You don't have to change the number of drives each 
time you use Microzine - it remembers. 

Initializing a Data Disk 
To use "Budget Maker" or "Ouizzler ," you need a data disk. A 
data disk is a blank disk (or one that you don't mind erasing) 
that has been initialized by Microzine. 

Initializing a disk gets it ready to save your data for Microzine. 
The computer sets up a filing system by dividing the disk into sec 
tions, called tracks and sectors. Each brand of computer has its 
own filing system. For instance, a disk initialized by your Apple 
can only be used on Apple computers. 

To initialize the disk, take the second choice on the"Computer 
Stuff" menu. The computer will tell you that you need a blank disk; 
or one you don't mind erasing. Press RETURN and the computer 
will tell you to put the disk in the drive. If you're using one drive, 
take the Microzine disk out of the drive and put in your disk. If 
you're using two drives, just put your disk in the second drive. 
Then press RETURN. 
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The computer then tells you that the disk will be erased. It asks, 
"Do you want to go ahead (YIN)." Type Y if you do and press 
RETURN. Type N if you don't want to go ahead. 

The computer tells you when the disk has been initialized. Press 
RETURN, then put Microzine back in the drive. Press RETURN 
again and you will be sent back to the menu. 

You now have a data disk. You can use it for "Budget Maker," 
"Quizzler," or for any Microzine features that require a data disk. 
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IUNSTUII 

Big Nap 

SlangStuH 
Now that you're an official detective, invent your own shamus 
slang. Maybe you'll call a milk shake "a cold cow from the Klondike " 
or refer to your lunch box as a "sandwich safe." ' 

?,ee what crazY, lingo your friends can come up with, too. Make a 
Slangometer list of your slang expressions - you never know 

when a Lopvanian might need to understand you! 

UngoList 
What does "groovy" mean? Be a slang historian "to the max"! 
Ask yo�r parents what slang expressions they used when they 
wer� kids. Ask your grandparents, too. Then compare expressions. 
Which slang words are still used today and which ones have gone 
out of style? 

Household Holmes 
Once you've cracked "The Big Nap," write a detective story about 
a real mystery you solved. Were you the one who figured out the 
cat �as steali�g sandwiches from your sister's lunch bag? Remember 
the time yo� figured out wh� broke into your locker during recess? 
Be sure to list the clues you discovered. Describe how you arrived 
at the solution. 

Know Your Gumshoes 
Use "Quizzler" to create "The Rusty Rayburn Great Detective 
Quiz." Write quiz questions about "The Big Nap." (Example: What 
color hair does Rusty Rayburn have?) 

1:"hen .�ake questions about your favorite detectives. Write questions 
like: What are the names of 'The Three Investigators'?" or 
"Sherlock Holmes plays the tuba. True or False?" 
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Budget Maker 

A Penny Saved ••• 
Here's an idea for starting your first "Budget Maker" account: 
Keep track of the money you make or spend during a single month. 

Name your account after the month (for example, "January"). 
Any time you make or spend money, record that transaction in 
the account. 

At the end of the month, review your account. Sort the account 
by date. Do you have more money at the end of the month than 
you did at the beginning? 

Use the Transaction Summary to look at the ways you earned 
money For example, look at all the transactions called YARD WORK. 
'v\'hat percentage of the money you made came from yard work? 

. Did you make more money babysitting? 

Sort your account by AMOUNT You might be surprised to find 
that the 25,t you spent every day playing "Star Champers" at the 
video arcade added up! 

Once you become familiar with keeping accounts, you might 
want to keep two monthly accounts. For example, you could have 
one for babysitting and one for yard work. 

You'll find that the more you keep track of your money, the easier 
rt rs to save money! In no time at all you might become a Micro 
tycoon ! 
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